A detailed experimental analysis of the factors affecting cyclic durability of all-solid-state lithium batteries using poly(ethylene oxide)-based polymer electrolytes was published in EES by Nakayama et al.
Introduction
Rechargeable lithium batteries have become an essential part of everyday life in our society, but major improvements in their performance are critical to achieve their full technological and economic impact. Many reviews of lithium batteries are available in the literature (see for instance ref. 1).
One critical issue is to reduce their weight, to make applications to transportation economic. A possible solution is to use metallic lithium as an electrode, the so-called lithium-metal batteries (LMBs), instead of the lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) currently on the market. In fact, LMBs have the theoretical potential of providing the same capacity as LIBs but with a total weight 5 to 10 times smaller, making LMBs ideal candidates for automobile applications. Unfortunately, the development of LMBs is hampered by severe technical and scientific problems, mainly tied to the extreme reactivity of metallic lithium and to its extremely small surface energy. Thus, metallic lithium can only be in contact with particularly stable electrolytes and tends to form dendrites upon recharging of the cell. The dendrites quickly grow through liquid electrolytes, reach the other electrode and short-circuit the battery, leading to irreversible damage and serious safety issues. A promising solution to prevent or reduce this problem is to cover the metal surface with a Li-ion conducting solid polymer electrolyte (SPE), instead of a liquid one.
In this case, a most promising polymer is polyethylene oxide (PEO). When coupled with Li salts containing large anions and, sometimes, smaller additives acting as plasticizer, PEO provides high enough Li-ion conductivity, and both good chemical and mechanical properties. Commonly used salts are LiTFSI or LiPF 6 , where TFSI is the acronym for bis(trifluoromethane)sulfonimide anion.
(1)
Using the PEO-LiTFSI electrolyte, it is possible to build LMBs capable of maintaining a good electrical capacity for tens or hundreds of charge/discharge cycles under controlled laboratory conditions. 1 Of course far longer lifetimes are required for technological applications. Hence, it is important to understand what causes degradation of LMBs in order to develop strategies to increase dramatically their average operative life.
Since LMBs are rather complex systems, from both theoretical and experimental perspectives, it is essential to analyze them using a variety of diagnostic techniques and combine the results to provide a more complete description of battery behavior. Thus, we use quantum mechanics (QM) to provide first principles interpretations of the experimental results and a fundamental understanding of the chemistry for these systems.
Nakayama et al. 2, 3 reported in EES experimental results on cell degradation for PEO-LiTFSI systems that they investigated using a combination of electrochemical techniques, including NMR imaging and pressure tests. We apply our QM methods to interpret their results in terms of the fundamental processes, which we summarize briefly.
Nakayama et al. 3 used metallic lithium anodes and cathodes made of LiFePO 4 (active material), acetylene black (electrical conductor), and LiClO 4 /PEO (binder and Li " conductor). For these systems, they report the following.
(1) Cell properties change upon the first charge/discharge cycle, but then remain essentially constant for many cycles, until degradation initiates.
(2) Degradation begins near a critical event, termed ''trigger-point'', which occurs after a different number of cycles for each cell, but it appears to develop according to the same electrochemical pattern.
(3) A few (5-10) cycles before the trigger point, the electrical resistance at the anode/SPE interface (R ia ) starts to decrease.
(4) Starting at the trigger point, the electrical resistance at the cathode/SPE interface (R ic ) grows rapidly, leading to battery failure.
(5) The trigger point is not correlated to the time spent by the system at different voltages.
(6) Following degradation, fluorine (from TFSI) is largely localized near specific points at the cathode/electrolyte interface. (7) Pressure studies seem to indicate that degradation is related to defects in the contact between cathode and electrolyte, that is, to the reduced contact area that leads to increased resistance R ic and hence to a larger potential drop in this region. (8) These results suggest that degradation may start at the end of the recharge step, when the cathode is positively charged, the applied potential is 3.8 V, and TFSI~tends to be near the cathode.
Analyzing the resistances at the cathode/SPE (R ic ), at the anode/SPE (R ia ), and associated to the bulk electrolyte (R b ) as measured by Nakayama et al. and reported in Fig. 1 , and assuming a cell potential of 3.8 V, we derive the voltage drops before and at the trigger point reported in Table 1 . Hence, we associate degradation with the DV increase from 1.06 to 1.27 V at the cathode/SPE interface.
In ref.
3 the cathodes are based on LiFePO 4 deposited on acetylene black, but similar degradations have been reported also for other electrodes, such as Pt, Ni, metal oxides, and stainless steel. 4 This suggests that the degradation process does not depend on the chemical nature of the cathode surface.
We investigate here the possible electrochemical decomposition of TFSI~or PEO at the end of the recharge step. This possibility depends on the ionization potential (IP) for TFSIã nd PEO. Hence, it is essential to use a computational method appropriate to describe ionization of anions and their coordinating solvent molecules or polymer fragments.
Computational details
All computations were performed using the commercial program Gaussian09, 5 with the 6-311++G** basis set 6,7 on all atoms. Computations are carried out in diethylether, treated as implicit solvent 8 as implemented in Gaussian09. This solvent has a dielectric constant e = 4.24, similar to that of PEO.
Electron transfer (ET) energies are computed treating the cathode as a reservoir of electrons with energy E c el = e F À DV, where e F is the Fermi energy for the cathode (taken as a negative value), and DV is the applied bias, accounting for the voltage drop between cathode and electrolyte. So, for a generic ET process from species A, within the electrolyte, to the cathode, the energy is DE = E(A " ) + E c el À E(A). Computationally, this is equivalent to shifting the potential energy surface for the ionized state by the fixed amount E c el . All DE reported in this article refer to the optimized geometries for both reactants and products.
We do not know the Fermi energy for LiFePO 4 , but for other electrodes (Pt, Ni) for which the work functions are available, 9 e F are below À5 eV. Also, LiFePO 4 is supported on acetylene black, a high porosity conductive carbon, for which e F E À5.0 eV (from the C work function 9 ). Thus we will assume e F = À5.0 eV.
We also compute activation energies E a based on the same principle. In this case, however, the transition state geometry corresponds to the Minimal Energy Crossing Point (MECP) between the potential energy surfaces for the reduced and oxidized states, where the latter is shifted to account for E c el . Algorithms to locate the MECP between two potential energy surfaces, based either on Lagrange multipliers 10, 11 or functionals of the energies and gradients 12, 13 have been available for several decades, and they have been extensively used to study transitions between different spin surfaces, or excited states with different symmetries. The key requirement is that the two potential energy surfaces must correspond to orthogonal states. We note that locating MECPs between orthogonal states is a minimization problem, and it is both in principle and in practice simpler than finding saddle points for reactions that do not involve orthogonal states.
For the present study, we adapted the code developed by Harvey to locate MECP for transitions between different spin states. 13 Let E i and r i be the energies and gradients, respectively, of the two states (i = Red,Ox), X ¼ r Red À r Ox indicate the difference between gradients, and % N = % X/|X| its normalized direction. A new effective gradient is obtained from two orthogonal components:
These are constructed so that, near the MECP, % f and % g are orthogonal and parallel, respectively, to the seam, or the crossing hyperline, between the two surfaces, and % f vanishes where the two surfaces cross, and % g vanishes at stationary points along the seam. Thus, minimization based on the effective gradient
leads to the desired MECP geometry and energy. We note that both position and energy of the MECP depend on the energy of the electron on the cathode, E c el . Hence, different optimizations must be performed for different values of E c el . The reported activation energies refer to the potential energy required to distort the reactant to a geometry where its energy matches that of the product, i.e., where ET can occur. It does not include the ET Hamiltonian, so it is not sufficient to determine ET rates. These depend also on the overlap between the electronic wavefunction of the reduced state with that for the electron on the cathode, which in turn depends on the distance from the cathode surface. We do not consider this term in this article.
In the ESI † and in ref. 14 we analyze various ways to apply QM methods to the problem and conclude that only DFT functionals with exact HF exchange at long range provide the correct qualitative description of the oxidation process. Hence, our computations are based on M06-HF 15, 16 and LC-BLYP, 17, 18 two forms of non local density functionals. Although these two methods provide slightly different quantitative estimates for reaction and activation energies, they both lead to the same reaction mechanism.
PEO was modeled using one or more explicit molecules of dimethoxyethane (DME).
Results
As shown below, degradation of the electrolyte involves the removal of one H atom from DME. Hence, we use the label HPol for DME and Pol } and Pol " to indicate the radical and cation obtained from DME upon removal of a hydrogen or a hydrogen with an electron, respectively.
Assuming that the conditions near the cathode lead to ionization of the system, we show in the ESI † and in ref. 14 that the electron is transferred from DME, which is our model for PEO. Next, we envision the degradation process as follows.
First electron transfer
The reaction energy DE and activation energy E a for the first electron transfer from the electrolyte to the cathode depends on the potential energy difference DV between cathode and electrolyte. This difference depends on the history and operating conditions of the battery and is not easily accessible. But based on the discussion in the previous section we expect it to be at most DV = 1.06 V before the trigger point, increase to an average value no greater than DV = 1.27 V at the trigger point, and keep increasing after degradation has begun. This potential difference is likely spread across the double layer at the cathode surface, but there may be localized microscopic regions, e.g., tips extruding from the cathode surface, where its value could conceivably be larger than the values just mentioned. Thus, the actual DV between a TFSI~anion near the cathode and the cathode itself may be smaller or larger than the two values that we take as reference. Keeping this in mind, we discuss the reaction using DV = 1.06 V for a working battery and DV = 1.27 V for the trigger point and warn the reader that actual values may differ somewhat, in either direction. This only affects reaction steps that involve electron transfer.
We also show in the ESI † and in ref. 14 that upon the first ET, a radical cation HPol " is formed next to TFSI~. The fact that the polymer is oxidized despite having a higher ionization potential than TFSI~is due to electrostatic stabilization of the oxidized form, where the newly formed cation is close to the anion.
This radical character is essentially localized on one oxygen atom and the positive charge is split between the radical oxygen and one of the hydrogens, directed towards the TFSI~nitrogen. The ionized state relaxes spontaneously by transferring H " to the N of TFSI~, forming a neutral molecule of HTFSI, which is an extremely strong acid, coordinated to Pol } .
As mentioned above, these activation energies are not sufficient to determine ET rates. Nevertheless, these E a and DE values indicate that ET is plausible at room temperature and that the ET is close to being favorable at the trigger point.
Second electron transfer and migration
Next, the reaction could follow two paths.
Path 1: second ET and migration. It is possible to remove a second electron from the system. This step is energetically extremely favorable and is expected to have significantly lower activation energy than the first ionization, Since the transfer is easier for this second step, we expect that if the conditions are suitable for the first ET, they will certainly be sufficient for the second ET as well.
Following the second ET, the neutral molecule HTFSI conceivably diffuses away from the corrupted polymer Pol } to a pristine site HPol.
leading to neutralization of a TFSI~anion, which is turned into HTFSI, and the formation of a carbocation on the polymer, modeled as Pol " .
Path 2: migration and second ET. Alternatively, the HTFSI produced by the first ET could diffuse before the second ET from the radical Pol } .
In fact, migration is favorable:
and so is ET from Pol } . In this case, ET is favorable even at the reactant's geometry, so the electron can transfer directly from the reactant to the electrode's conduction band with vanishing activation energy due to geometric rearrangement leading to the same HTFSI molecule and carbocation Pol " as in Path 1.
Anchoring
In the main mechanism considered, the carbocation Pol " attracts a new TFSI~anion, and these two bind strongly without barrier leading to anchoring of a second TFSI~anion to the polymer near the cathode's surface, where ET occurred. The energy profile for the mechanism is summarized in Fig. 2 .
The neutral form HTFSI is an extremely strong acid. Once formed, it will likely attack an O from PEO, possibly far from the carbocation. We considered a few possible decomposition products, and found the following to be energetically most favorable:
This cleaves the polymer. Other possible decomposition pathways, involving cleavage in other positions with formation of light molecules, are reported in Fig. 3 .
As an alternative, HTFSI may migrate to the Li electrode. In this case it might react with the metal, depending on the SEI:
which would be detrimental for the battery but observable, in principle, as gas formation near the anode.
Oxidation of other species
In the reference article by Nakayama et al. the polymer matrix is obtained by radical polymerization from methacrylates of ethylene-oxide olygomers. Presumably, the resulting polymer contains a certain fraction of ester groups, so we computed the IPs of fragments containing these esters near TFSI~anions. We find that oxidation of the ester is less favorable than the ether, hence oxidation is expected to occur at one of the PEO oxygens. It should be noted that the systems studied in ref. 3 include a significant amount of plasticizers, BPEG or APEG. These plasticizers contain B or Al atoms bound to three ethyleneoxide olygomer chains. As the B or Al site of these compounds is a Lewis acid, it may be found near the anions. We investigated the ionization of BPEG. In this case, oxidation of the B center is less favorable than for a PEO oxygen, and we expect the B center to be electrochemically stable. The PEO part of BPEG is expected to behave similarly to the DME considered in the previous section.
Finally, although Nakayama et al. 2, 3 did not use alcoholic groups to terminate the polymer chains, OH-terminated PEO is used by other researchers, due to its ready commercial availability. Hence, we studied the oxidation of 2-methoxy ethanol (TME), which forms hydrogen bonds with TFSI~. Again, upon oxidation the electron is removed from the ether oxygen, as indicated by Mulliken charges and spin densities, and the IP is the same as for PEO.
We conclude that a PEO oxygen near TFSI~is indeed the weakest site to be ionized. Numerical details on ester, BPEG, and TME oxidation are reported in the ESI. † 
Discussion
In summary, the degradation is triggered by an increase in the potential drop DV at the cathode/electrolyte interface, which leads to degradation and anchoring of TFSI~. This model predicts an increased electrical resistance near the cathode, due to a lower concentration of charge carriers. Also, the mobility of the remaining TFSI~and Li " would decrease, since the TFSI chemically bound to PEO would presumably clog the migration channels. This should increase electrical resistance near the cathode. In turn, the larger resistance would cause an increase in the potential drop DV, which would make it even easier to oxidize other PEO sites. Thus, once oxidation begins at one site near the cathode surface, it becomes easier and easier until the catastrophic failure of the battery occurs. We refer to this model of degradation as: Cathode Overpotential Driven Ionization of the Solvent (CODIS).
According to the CODIS model, significant amounts of TFSI would be trapped near the cathode, either chemically bound to PEO, or blocked in PEO regions clogged by anchored TFSI.
Consequences
The CODIS model could be tested in a number of ways.
According to the CODIS model, the average life of a battery should increase if the maximum recharge potential is lowered, for instance from 3.8 to 3.7 V. This would certainly lower the cell capacity but it would yield a useful confirmation that degradation starts at the end of the recharging step.
We expect the electrical conductivity of the electrolyte to decrease significantly after the battery failure, especially next to the cathode. This could be measured.
The same ET and degradation could be observed between Pt electrodes separated by PEO-LiTFSI, thus providing accurate measurements of the threshold potential.
Substituting the anion with another that is harder to ionize, for instance PF6 , should not change significantly the potential at which decomposition occurs, provided the same SEI is formed on the Li surface. But the subsequent degradation path would naturally be different.
Finally, the CODIS model predicts that the DV increase at the cathode is a consequence of the decrease from 100 to 70 O of the resistance at the anode/SPE interface. We did not investigate the origin of this decrease, which could be due to an increase of the anode surface area (dendrites), some curing of the solid electrolyte interface (SEI), fluidification of PEO next to the anode, or other reasons. However, regardless of the reason for the improved anode/ SPE performance, re-tuning the cycling voltages as this occurs could prevent degradation.
Alternatively, using a spent anode, with the interface resistance already reduced, coupled with a fresh cathode, could result in a battery recharging at voltages 0.1 to 0.2 V lower than the original, thus preventing degradation while preserving good capacity.
Conclusions
Based on our analysis of the experimental results published by Nakayama et al., 3 we performed a set of first principles simulations to identify plausible mechanisms for the polymer electrolyte decomposition in PEO-LiTFSI Li-metal rechargeable batteries.
The initial oxidation is likely to occur near the cathode, following a resistance decrease at the anode/electrolyte interface that in turn causes the potential drop across the cathode/electrolyte interface to increase. This first electron transfer from the electrolyte to the cathode involves both one TFSI~anion and a coordinating polymer molecule and is followed rapidly by a proton transfer and a second oxidation, leading to formation of a strong acidic species and a carbocation. From these species, several decomposition pathways are energetically favorable all of which result in a decreased conductivity near the cathode. Since this reduced conductivity leads to an even larger potential drop at the cathode surface, it favors subsequent decompositions, effectively starting a self-catalytic decomposition reaction.
We call this decomposition model Cathode Overpotential Driven Ionization of the Solvent (CODIS).
We propose a few experimental tests to verify the CODIS model, and suggest possible ways to address the decomposition problem and increase the durability of Li-metal batteries.
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